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Low Power Computing solution for
desktop virtualization taking into
account only for server side, because
with the cloud paradigm the most of computational power
is concentrated in Data center and it requires more power consumption.

To reduce energy consumption

200 current end-users Power Consumption = 201.6W a week
OPERA end-users Power Consumption reduced to 51.6W a week
CSI Piemonte could involve local public administrations.
- City of Turin: 4,000 end-users
- Piedmont Region: 2,000 end users

info@operaproject.eu
fb.me/OPERAProject.eu
@opera_project
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One of the environment, where OPERA Solution can intervene, is the Cloud
paradigm. OPERA investigates different technologies to define the best way
to optimize power consumption, involving the main OpenStack modules
to manage two different types of compute nodes, on one side KVM (virtual
machine manager) and on the other side and LXC (container manager).

OPERA wants to distribute the workload among hardware with different
architecture (X86, ARM and Power8) with the aim to optimize the power
consumption. To achieve this target the different systems communicate
through FPGA card, according a specific algorithm developed by OPERA.
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Virtualization dramatically amplifies the TLB miss
cost, inducing an overhead of 24 instead of 4
memory references. A cloud backend serving typical
foreground workloads, such as multiple desktop
VMs, may be negatively impacted by the costly, wasteful TLB misses. Improving this subsystem will
induce far fewer memory references and thus shorten runtimes and save energy.
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Each hosted service in OPERA solution follow these
steps:
1. Using TOSCA to describe how the application could
be partitioned into independent blocks/microservices
(web server, data base server, middleware …)
2. Every block is allocated on the most efficient
hardware according an algorithm
3. The algorithm takes decisions on the basis of
a Knowledge Base
4. Dynamic rescheduling of the blocks to optimize
the overall efficiency because over the time the
situation could change (different hardware, different
workload …
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Container migration uses an userspace tool called
CRIU that collects the information necessary to
migrate a container, including it's memory dump,
and then restores the container process tree on the
destination host.
Post-copy migration allows reduction of application
down-time and reduces overall network bandwidth
used for application migration. It also guarantees
convergence, as opposed to pre-copy.
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Knowledge Base lets to deploy the applications in different
blocks/microservices that are distibuted in three compute
node with different hardware architecture (X86, ARM and
Power 8), according the best configuration to reduce power
consumption.

To dimostrate the Heterogenous Data Center Vision is
helpful in real life condition, OPERA sets up a specific
example called Virtual Desktop Use Case to test three
different applications:
- OwnCloud
- Open Xchange
- LibreOffice
Each one of them is broke down into microservices/blocks
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Over the time the conditions could change (more workload,
more nodes, different hardware), then thanks to FPGA card
it’s possible to reallocate blocks according the new situation.

fb.me/OPERAProject.eu
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